
Offshore
Vessel Monitoring System

Reduce Operating Costs
Condition based maintenance
Warranty protection
Examine data for cause of damage
Stay within operational limits

Safeguard Crew
Take preventative action
Improve training
Identify strengths and weaknesses

Suitable for all vessel types
Installed on 5 m to 190 m vessels
Inshore patrol
Wind turbine transfer
Monitoring crew, vessel or cargo

Solid Secure Hardware
IP67 rugged housing
Internal back up power
Encrypted data storage
Simple to fit and setup

Maintenance Free
Over 2 year memory
Data uploaded via wi-fi
Auto calibration

Connected  vessel monitoring and crew tracking 
for increased safety and performance

Perfect for vessel manufacturers who require 
data for warranty protection or condition 
based maintenance.
Simple to fit and autonomous in operation, 
OFFSHORE Protect continuously monitors the 
vessels usage and performance, recording to 
the high capacity internal memory. 

A discreet LED helm indicator panel 
forewarns the skipper if they are approaching 
safe operational limits. 
Data can be automatically uploaded to the 
remote server or downloaded on the dockside 
for immediate analysis. Safeguard against 
false warranty claims by verifying against the 
stored information.

Protect

Dyena OFFSHORE enables vessel 
operators to maintain operational 
oversight, maximising productivity 
and increasing wellbeing of staff. 
Developed in response to customer 
demand and engagement, it focuses 
on the industry-wide drive to reduce 
operating costs and improve safety.

Connected Monitoring
Automatic uploads to remote server
View data via online portal
Stay connected across the globe



Monitor, Review, Protect

Vessel data recorded to the 

onboard memory

Autonomous uploads 

to remote server

View data from 

the online portal

Data copied to USB hard 

drive for offline review

Autonomous uploads to 
remote server

Data copied to 
USB hard drive for 

offline review

View data via the 
online portal

Vessel data recorded to the 
onboard memory

External LED Indicator
Visualise accelerations

6 daylight readable LEDs
Customisable thresholds
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Acceleration Sensor
3 Axis accelerometer +/- 16g

Recording peaks every 
second

Recorded Data
X, Y, Z peak accelerations 

(25 hz)
COG, SOG, position, time

Memory Capacity
720 days


